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Gupta: Laggard lenders will vanish in a decade
DBS chief says Western banks in particular caught up with regulatory changes instead of tackling digital banking, changes in consumption patterns and data-privacy issues
By Jamie Lee
leejamie@sph.com.sg
@JamieLeesT
Singapore
ONE decade is all the shelf-life some
banks-especially those in the West
will have, DBS chief executive· Piyush
Gupta said on Wednesday.
He said these banks have been so
caught up with regulatory changes
that they have ignored the "profound"
changes washing over the industry,
such as the rise of digital banking,

and innovating, he said, even as they

that have been so absorbed with is

deal with competition from non-tradi

sues of capital and of liquidity in the

tional lenders and a younger clientele
who demand for digital services. .
Speaking at a conference organ
ised by the Sim Kee Boon Institute for
Financial Economics, MrGupta said: "I
believe quite strongly that we are at
the cusp of momentous change in our
industry.ln the next five years, our in
dustry is going to go through cataclys
mic disruption, and within the next
decade, I strongly believe there will

shifts in consumption patterns and

b e banks. that will make the transi

Asian banks, left largely unscarred

He added: "Frankly, with a decade,

the issue of data privacy.

by the global financial crisis, are r9ll
ing with the changes more quickly

tion, and banks that will die."

I'm giVing myself too much time."
He said of several Western banks

Mr Gupta, noting that wealth man
agement has also been commodi

last eight years: "They have been fight

tised, said non·banks such as Nutmeg

ing these battles, as opposed to fight
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ing the battles of tomorrow."

tionary investment management com

Among his examples of Asian
banks that are successfully navigat
ing these changes is Ping An Bank,
which has started its digital-banking
offshoot; DBS has also studied the in
novations of South Korea's Hana
Bank, which has done well in areas
such as targeted marketing.

Meanwhile, China now tops the
world in the peer-to-peer lending mar

pany-have pledged to flatten their in
vestment fees. "The intermediary
mark-ups that you used to pay to mu

tual funds, the 2/20 that you �ould
pay to hedge funds - increasingly,
these are becoming history."
All of this is coming amid a shift in

consumption patterns; the sharing
economy has created "prosumers".

"One of the profound changes in

ket, with CreditEase leading the

the world today is that the notion of

charge, having originated about S$10
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billion loans to date, he said.

consumer, has (been) completely dis-
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torted," he said. citing Uber, which al
lows consumers to provide taxi ser
vices, as an example.
To tap the "collective power of con
sumers", DBS has offered certain de

posit rates in Hong Kong that would
go up as more people put money with
the bank.
DBS has also put its money on big
data. It has "refined, to a nicety",
where it should put its cash dispens
ing machines by using demographic
data and looking at traffic at shop
ping malls, said Mr Gupta.
The bank is also training its IBM ar
tificial intelligence computer system,
Watson, to go through reams of data
and make recommendations based
on clients' risk preferences.

But Mr Gupta said banks will have
to work harder at beating "black hats"
in data security, and in thinking
through data-privacy issues. He ex
pects the privacy regime to move
from the "notice and consent" model,
as data become ubiquitous. Instead.
data regulation in the future could re
semble the way controls over the use
of guns and knives are enforced.
He said: "For a gun- other than in

the US, where they give guns away
with bubblegum- in most other plac
es, you'll have to register.
"For a knife, you don't register. If
you use the knife to eat fruit, you're
okay. If you stab someone, you'll get
thrown into jail. So a knife is control
led through context and use."

